BIB Standard’s Meeting
Tuesday, April 22, 2014
Lewiston City Library – 1:00 PM
Call to order: Subbing in for Chair Becky Hosman - Lynn Johnson (MVSD), called the meeting
to order at 1:00. Also present were LeeAnn Nilsson (LDO), Marjean Riggers (ACL), Marcia
Player (CMP), Pam Howard (LAP), and Millie Wimer (PHS), Jeannie Haag (LCLD), Sheila
Guernsey (LCLD), Kate Anderson (LMS), Erin Wallace (LEW) and Carol Robinson (OHS)
1. Approval of Minutes: It was moved by Pam and seconded by Marjean that the minutes for
the January 2014 meeting be approved.
2. Additional items for Agenda: (LeeAnn) Sharing of information on upcoming upgrade.
3. School Closures & Dates to stop holds: (Kate) This was accidentally added to Bibs
Standards meeting and was meant for the Circ meeting. George Williams (LCLD) will make
these adjustments.
4. Abiding by Cataloging Rules: (Jeannie) An example of an incomplete record with several
items attached was passed around. There is a concern that overall cataloging has become
inconsistent and lax. Not sure what can be done, because there are several new catalogers
and not really a way to train or educate. It is important to look over a record carefully, make
corrections before adding your library’s item to it.
5. RDA training (Was Alexa planning to have RDA be a part of the ILA conference): (Becky)
The problem all VALNet catalogers are having with RDA is that there are no “hard and fast”
rules and too many “hybrid” records. Erin will check with Alexa about the possibility of
adding a training session at ILA conference this fall. Lynn stated that the 264 field of our
RDA records are not showing in the OPAC. She will submit a help ticket to Bywater.
6. Additions to Agenda: In KOHA upgrade training there were no significant cataloging
changes. The most noticeable change will be Overdrive records will be integrated into the
OPAC.
7. Around the table questions, comments: Reminder that LEW acquisition records are “junk.”
They are automatically brought in with the purchase of a pre-pub book. They either need to
be cleaned up, bring in a more complete record or merge it with a complete record. Marjean
will send out instructions on how to merge records. She will also send instructions on how to
set preferences in OCLC so when records are uploaded certain fields are automatically
deleted. Bib committee also has requested that LEW change so their “On Order” items
cannot have holds placed on them as this would alleviate a variety of issues. There was some

interest in ordering more “My first library card” cards, as Doug Baune (Fiscal Agent) is out
of them. She will asked at the Director’s meeting.
8. Next Meeting: Tuesday, September 9th at LEW at 1:00.
9. Meeting was adjourned at 2:05.

Note taker: LeeAnn Nilsson

